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Course Overview

• Day 2 of 2 day course
– Day 1: PMU Fundamentals
– Day 2: Intro to AI

• Logistics
– Day 2 will use the NI4AI platform
– Sign up for a login at ni4ai.org
– Q&A in webex
– Raise your hand to be unmuted

https://ni4ai.org/
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Agenda
Day 1
Understanding PMU Data
Alexandra “Sascha” von Meier 
(UC Berkeley)

Lessons & Case Studies
Kevin Jones 
(Dominion Energy)

Get Practice and Learn More
Laurel Dunn 
(NI4AI)

Day 2
The Power of Data
Sean Patrick Murphy
(PingThings)

Interfacing with Sensor Data
Chris Ryan
(PingThings)

Use Cases & Analytics
Mohini Bariya and Miles Rusch
(UC Berkeley)
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Panelists

Sean Murphy
CEO
PingThings

Chris Ryan
Data Scientist
PingThings

Mohini Bariya
PhD Candidate
UC Berkeley

Miles Rusch
PhD Candidate
UC Berkeley



The Power of 
Data

Sean Patrick Murphy
PingThings



What is 
Artificial 
Intelligence?



“The theory and development of computer 
systems able to perform tasks normally 
requiring human intelligence, such as visual 
perception, speech recognition, decision-
making, and translation between 
languages.

- The Oxford English Dictionary, 2017







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1eYniJ0Rnk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1eYniJ0Rnk




Per Economists, 
AI is a 

Fundamental Technological
Advancement





The Cost of Calculations Fell





Problems Recast as Calculations



What does AI make cheaper?



Ajay Agrawal, Joshua S. Gans, and Avi Goldfarb, What to Expect from Artificial Intelligence, MIT Sloan Management Review 
Magazine: Spring 2017, February 07, 2017

“The task that AI makes abundant 
and inexpensive is prediction — in 
other words, the ability to take 
information you have and generate 
information you didn’t previously 
have.”



Forecasting



Resolving 
Ambiguity



Miss ng Data



“We are making continuous 
low-level predictions in 
parallel across all our 
senses. But that’s not all. I 
am arguing a much stronger 
proposition. Prediction is 
not just one of the things 
your brain does. It is the 
primary function of the neo 
cortex, and the foundation 
of intelligence”



1.Improve quality of 
goods/services that depend on 
prediction

2.Problems get recast as 
prediction problems

3.As prediction gets better, 
unforeseen possibilities arise
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Predictive Use Cases



A Pragmatic Definition of AI
Artificial Intelligence is
the cost-effective
use of data 
at scale
to use prediction
to solve real world problems.

Expected 
value must 
exceed 
cost.



An Example

4 measurements per hour
24 hours per day        

365.25 days per year
3 measurements per meter (V, I, P)

10M customers

1,051,920,000,000 points or 1 terapoint

11/6/20 This document is proprietary. No part of this document may be disclosed in 
any manner without the prior written consent of Ping Things, Inc.
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An Example

60 measurements per hour
24 hours per day        

365.25 days per year
3 measurements per meter (V, I, P)

10M customers

15,778,800,000,000 points or 15.8 terapoints

11/6/20 This document is proprietary. No part of this document may be disclosed in 
any manner without the prior written consent of Ping Things, Inc.

30
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An Example
60 measurements per minute
60 minutes per hour
24 hours per day        

365.25 days per year
3 measurements per meter (V, I, P)

10M customers

946,728,000,000,000 points or 947 terapoints

11/6/20 This document is proprietary. No part of this document may be disclosed in 
any manner without the prior written consent of Ping Things, Inc.

31
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Total Annual Cost of Storing Data per Customer

11/6/20 This document is proprietary. No part of this document may be disclosed in 
any manner without the prior written consent of Ping Things, Inc.
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Every 15 minutes - $0.000465
Every minute - $0.0070
Every second - $0.43



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?

A = πr2



What is the Area of a Circle?

x

y



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?

f(x,y) = 
1 if in circle

0 if not in circle 
but in box



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?



What is the Area of a Circle?

g(t) = A of the Shape



What is the Area of a Circle?

t



Interfacing with sensor 
data in Python
Chris Ryan, PhD

PingThings



PingThings: Platform Summary

A number of stand alone tools have been 
created which make up the PredictiveGrid 
platform and leverage the performance of the 
BTrDB database.

These tools and applications provide 
additional value by offering pre-built services 
rather than having to build from the ground 
up.

.

Examples

● Plotter visualization website

● On demand Jupyter notebook servers

● File based data ingestion tools (parquet, 
csv, etc.)_

● DISTIL real time data processing

● And more



Data Model: Collections

Collections are used to organize streams.

They are analogous to directories in a file system.  In 
the same way directories contain files, collections 
contain streams.

Collections can be arbitrarily deep (though the 
collection path is treated as a unique string).

📂 ameren/METER_64301

V Stream

I Stream

P Stream



Data Model: Streams

Streams contain time series data. They hold 
data points which are time/value pairs

Each stream must contain:
● unique identifier (UUID)
● collection
● name
● unit of measure

You can query for raw values or you can 
query for windows of data which contain 
aggregate information.

📂 ameren/METER_64301

V Stream

I Stream

P Stream



Data Model: Stream Metadata

Each stream is able to contain rich 
metadata.

Annotations are the primary means for 
users to manage metadata values.

Tags are used internally by the system.

Data and metadata are separately versioned
allowing you to view historical data.

{
"annotations": {

"dataIntervalType": "Average 1-Second",
"dataType": "variation",
"digitalSampling": "100 Hz",
"element": "H",
"elevation": "424",
"latitude": "18.113",
"longitude": "293.849",
"orientation": "HDZF",
"reported": "HDZF",
"source": "US Geological Survey",
"station": "San Juan"

},
"collection": "USGS/GEOMAG/San_Juan",
"tags": {

"distiller": "",
"ingress": "",
"name": "SJG_H",
"unit": "nanotesla"

},
"uuid": "84960047-a03a-40b3-b795-8c8826e1ec0b"

}



Data Model: Points

Raw time series values are retrieved as 
objects known as RawPoints. A stream may 
typically consist of many billions of 
RawPoint instances.

These objects contain a time and value
property.

The platform treats all times in nanoseconds 
(since epoch).  

>>> point
RawPoint(1542953940000000000, -200.0009844)

>>> point.time
1542953940000000000

>>> point.value
-200.0009844



Data Model: Points

Windows of data are retrieved as 
StatPoints.  The objects contain aggregate 
information over the time window specified.

You can view: time, min, mean, max, count, 
and stddev.

Aggregate (windowed) queries are 
exceptionally fast - Example: you don’t have 
to read 100 billion points to find the mean 
of 100 billion points

>>> point
StatPoint(1542953940000000000, -910.5307974, 

85.01138333624999, 1110.5317818, 
960, 684.2895437798793)

>>> point.time
1542953940000000000

>>> point.count
960

>>> point.min
-910.5307974

>>> point.mean
85.01138333624999

>>> point.stddev
684.2895437798793



Python API
What do we want in an API abstraction?

Query a Range
(uuid, start, end, version) → (version, [<time, value>, … ])

Statistical Windows
(uuid, start, end, version, window_size) → (version, [<time, stats>, … ])

Insert Values
(uuid, [<time, value>, … ]) → version

Delete a Range
(uuid, start, end, version) → (version, [<time, value>, … ])

Compute Diff
(uuid, from_version, to_version, version, resolution) → <time range>

PingThings provides all this 

at high speed and scale



Ecosystem: Plotter

The plotter is our primary visualization 
website allowing human exploration of the 
data.

You can seamlessly scroll from viewing data 
at the nanosecond scale up to decades of 
data.

Researchers can quickly hone in on trouble 
spots.



Typical Analytics Workflow

Most users tend to fall into a 
specific workflow to perform 
analytical tasks.

1. Review data in plotter
2. Perform analysis in 

notebooks
3. Store / Report on results



Ecosystem: Jupyterhub

Jupyter notebook servers allow for data 
locality and individual notebooks for 
research.

Each user can choose from multiple server 
size options if they need more or less RAM, 
CPU, etc.



Analysis using smart meter data
simple example

“Example stream selection” demo

https://jupyter.ameren.predictivegrid.com/user/chris/notebooks/demo_example_stream_selection.ipynb


Analysis using smart meter data
realistic example

“Multiple stream selection” demo

https://jupyter.ameren.predictivegrid.com/user/chris/notebooks/demo_multiple_stream_selection.ipynb


Other examples



Thanks!

Any questions?

chris@pingthings.io



Voltage Sag 
Detection & Analysis

Mohini Bariya
UC Berkeley



The NI4AI platform makes it quick and easy to:

● Explore data
● Ask & answer questions
● Share results

I will demo the typical development process for one application: voltage sag 
detection and analysis. 



Step 1: Motivation & Questions
What are we interested in understanding? Why is this important? 

● Voltage sags are brief, significant dips in system voltage. 

● We want to understand the frequency & magnitude of sags.

● They can have a detrimental impact on sensitive equipment, causing 
inverters to trip offline, and can indicate safety issues such as faults. 



A voltage sag in point-on-wave data 
[source]

Acceptable voltage deviations for equipment 
[source]

https://www.powerstandards.com/tutorials/voltage-sags-dips-and-swells/


Step 2: Explore the data
Exploration is critical for developing novel analytics.

● New measurement types
● New event types



Step 2: Explore the data
What do voltage sags look like? How can we automatically find them in the 
data?

hours

seconds



Step 3: Automate sag detection
I can now write a script in a Jupyter notebook to automatically find voltage 
sags. 

Jupyter notebooks allow 
for mixing of text, code, 
outputs including 
visualizations. 

Enables exploration and 



A sag is defined by voltage measurements below a threshold.  I choose to 
split sag detection into two functions.

magnitu
de

duratio
n

sag_surveyfind_vsags_dfs

Returns all measurement points below threshold Consolidate points to get sag magnitude & duration



Database Structure





Now we can quickly find voltage sags and analyze their size and duration. 

An example of a sag found 
by the algorithm. 



Step 4: Answer questions

● What are the magnitudes and durations of voltage sags at this location?

● How well does a model from the literature describe the frequency-vs-
magnitude of the sags we observe?

● Do we see any impact of DG on sag magnitude?

● Are there weekly patterns in sag frequency?



● What are the magnitudes and durations of sags that occur at this 
measurement point?



● What are the magnitudes and durations of sags that occur at this 
measurement point?

Search for sags across 1 
month → 300 million 
data points. 

Runs in 30 seconds! 



● What are the magnitudes and durations of sags that occur at this 
measurement point?

None in the 
danger zone!



● How well does a model from the literature describe the frequency-vs-
magnitude of the sags we observe?

In the literature, a highly 
simplified model of fault-
induced voltage sags 
predicts that the frequency 
of a sag with magnitude V 
will be proportional to V / 



● Do we see any impact of DG on sag magnitude?

We can compare sag 
magnitude & frequency at 
multiple PMUs including 
one with a PV injection. 

PMU 3

PMU 1

PMU 4

PMU 5



● Do we see any impact of DG on sag magnitude?

We can compare sag 
magnitude & frequency at 
multiple PMUs including 
one with a PV injection. 

PMU 3

PMU 1

PMU 4

PMU 5



● Are there weekly patterns in sag frequency?

We can count sag 
occurrences per 
day to see if there 
are weekly 
patterns.  



Step 5: Share Results

Creating use cases in a Jupyter notebooks 
allows for easy sharing of results.

● Visualizations
● Explanations
● Replicable code



Exploring Phase and 
Frequency
Miles Rusch
UC Berkeley



What is frequency?

Frequency corresponds to the 
number of cycles per second

V(t) = A*cos(ω0*t + φ) 

The phase (φ) is the angular 
offset relative to a simple 
cosine

Definition assumes voltage 
and current are sinusoidal



What is phase?
V(t) =Acos(ω0t+φ)
Both amplitude and phase can vary 
with time

V(t) =A(t) cos[ω0t+φ(t)]

We define frequency as the time 
derivative of the cosine argument:

ω(t)=ω0+dφ/dt

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/accircuits-acp33a.gif



More on Phasors - Nominal Frequency

ω(t)=ω0+dφ/dt

We simplify notation by 
subtracting the nominal 60Hz 
frequency (ω0)

V=A(t)∠φ(t)

ω(t)=dφ/dt

https://www.electronics-tutorials.ws/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/accircuits-acp33a.gif



What happens to phase when the frequency isn’t 60 Hz?

ω=0

ω>0

V(t) =Acos(ω0t+φ) φ(t)
ω(t)=dφ/dt



A first glance at the phase angle data

Notice the phase angles are always between 0 and 360 
degrees

φ(t)



Calculating Frequency Using Discrete Difference

φ[t+ 1]−φ[t]

φ[t]

Discontinuiti
es in the 
phase angle 
create large 
artifacts in 
the 
derivative 
calculation.



Unwrapping the Phase

We can use this to express the 
angle such that we don’t see these 
step changes in frequency.

This is called unwrapping

A reminder ...

Angles are relative

360o = 0o

370o = 10o

350o = -10o

etc.



Unwrapping the phase
def unwrap_phase(points, threshold):

difference = []

for i in range(len(points)-1):

diff = points[i+1]-points[i]

if diff > threshold:

difference.append(diff-360)

elif diff < -threshold:

difference.append(diff+360)

else:

difference.append(diff)

return np.array(difference)



Case Study: Blue Cut Fire Solar Faults

https://www.nerc.com/pa/rrm/ea/1200_MW_Fault_Induced_Solar_Photovoltaic_Resource_/1200_MW_Fault_Induced_Solar_Photovoltaic_Resource_Interruption_Final.pdf



Blue Cut Fire in the Sunshine Dataset

The 
transmission 
line fault 
cause by the 
Blue Cut fire 
occurred at 
6:45pm UTC-0.

The sunshine 
dataset has 
PMUs 
reporting data 
during this 
event.

Let’s check it 



Calculating Frequency from Unwrapped Phase



Calculating Frequency from Phase



Calculating Frequency from Phase

The overshoot at such a 
short timescale and 
disagreement between 
PMUs indicate artifacts 
from the signal 
processing



Data Comparison

Our frequency data does not resemble the data reported from 
the Blue Cut Fire report.



Moving Average Filter Example

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/california-coronavirus-cases.html



filter frequency - no overshoot

0.1 second average

0.5 second average





Conclusions from filtered frequencies
Frequency is not well defined during transient events when the waveform 
isn’t sinusoidal.

The IEEE standard requires PMUs to have minimum step change tracking, 
error, etc, but it does not specify the algorithm to compute phasors from the 
actual point on wave data. Choosing algorithms with different fitting 
methods and filtering will change the reported frequency.

Point on wave data will be more accurate for analyzing transient frequency 
events.
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Thank you!

Contact
info@ni4ai.org

Subscribe for Updates
http://eepurl.com/he8jtj

Upcoming Events
Nov 3-4 NASPI working group meeting

Nov 11-13 IEEE SmartGridComm

mailto:info@ni4ai.org
http://eepurl.com/he8jtj
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Accelerating AI on the Grid
info@ni4ai.org

mailto:info@ni4ai.org

